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The predecessors of 
climate service 

ecosystems



What are climate services and how have they evolved?

Source: The International Research Institute for Climate and Society (IRI)
Vaughn and Dessai (2014)



From a Global Framework of Climate Services to 
National Frameworks 

Global Framework for Climate Services (Hewit, Mason and Walland, 2012). Source: WMO website.



From a Global Framework of Climate Services to 
National Frameworks 

Five steps for establishing a NFCS. Source: WMO Bottom image: National value chain for climate services. Source: WMO



Definition of climate 
service ecosystem



But what is a climate service ecosystem?

Example of climate service ecosystem
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Example of climate service

A self-adjusting, self-contained, interconnected and 
interdependent group of climate services that increases the 
value of the group within, in terms of increased resilience of 

the system and/or in terms of cost-efficiencies.

Climate information or data
Climate Service

Climate services 
ecosystems don't 
consider sectors 
in silos, but as 

part of a system



What are climate services ecosystems?

Example of climate service ecosystem
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A self-adjusting, self-contained, interconnected and 
interdependent group of climate services that increases 

the value of the group within, in terms of increased 
resilience of the system and/or in terms of 

cost-efficiencies.

The value of the ecosystem of climate services is defined 
by the demand of each ecosystem, as long as:
● Increases resilience to shocks or crisis
● Orchestrates available resources

Requirements:
Interactions within the network:
● One climate service shared by 1+ entities or sectors, or
● Several climate services shared by several entities and 

sectors

Climate information or data
Climate Service



What are climate services ecosystems?

Climate information or data from Nat. Met Service
Climate information or data from a particular sector
Climate Service from Nat. Met Service
Climate Service from a particular sector
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Example of a NOT Pareto efficient 
climate service ecosystem  

Example of a Pareto efficient climate 
service ecosystem 
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Main elements of climate service ecosystem

Trajectories* this concept is analogous to the idea of utility in Economics 

Capacity to 
satisfy 
users' 
needs

Increases 
resilience

Utilitarian 
approach

The value of the ecosystem, which is time-bounded, is determined by the own 
ecosystem based on the demand (objective).

The interactions allow to understand how that value changes when the ecosystem 
is impacted by different shocks (climate related institutional, budget shocks, etc.). 

The two images on the right show the 
Impact of Columbia World Project 
“ACToday” on the agriculture and 

food security network in Guatemala. 

Gonzalez Romero 
et al (unpublished) 
on ACToday 
project network 
analysis

Pre- ACToday network Post- ACToday network



Ok, now that you know 
that a climate service 

ecosystem is, you must 
be wondering, so what?



Climate services ecosystem allows us to analyse network 
topologies

The more interconnected a climate service 
ecosystem is, the more resilient it is to crisis

Gonzalez Romero et al (unpublished) on ACToday project network analysis



…but also to monitor the evolution of the ecosystems

As in astrophysics, a 
Hertzsprung-Russell-like Diagram 
could be designed to analyse the 
evolution of climate services 
ecosystems, following the storyline 
approach, assuming a non-random 
relationship between the value and 
the interactions within the 
ecosystem.

We can analyse the relationship 
between interventions, shocks or 
crises, the network typology and 
stage (relationship between value 
and shocks or crisis). 

Trajectories* this concept is analogous to the idea of utility in Economics 



…and more importantly, it can inform us of causality 
within the ecosystem 

Trajectories* this concept is analogous to the idea of utility in Economics 

Interactions

 

 

   

 
(Bayes’s theorem)



…and more importantly, it can inform us of causality 
within the ecosystem 

Trajectories* this concept is analogous to the idea of utility in Economics 

Interactions

 

(Bayes’s theorem)

 

   

 



Implications and remarks 
of climate services 

ecosystems



Climate services ecosystems in a nutshell… 

● Following the demand-driven approach of climate services, the value of ecosystems is defined by the 
demand (or objective) of the ecosystem itself. 

● Climate services ecosystems approach aims to increase the resilience of the network of interests by 
understanding how the interactions between the services and users impact the value of the ecosystem 
and the distribution of resources. 

● Climate services ecosystems approach infer causality through Bayes theorem and the storyline 
approach- but also diagnosis through network analysis.

● There is a potential to identify patterns on the relationship between value and interactions within the 
ecosystems following an Hertzsprung-Russell-like diagram. 

● Standardization of climate services and the continuous feedback between users and providers of climate services are 
essential for the self-regulation of climate services ecosystems. 

 



Thank you for your attention
For any questions, comments or concerns, 
please contact:

Carmen.gonzalezromero@bsc.es

mailto:Carmen.gonzalezromero@bsc.es


How do we value resilience?
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Dummy data. Graphs used for explanatory purposes, extracted from an unpublished work at IRI led by Angeĺ G. Muñoz

Capacity to 
satisfy users' 

needs

Increases 
resilienceUtilitarian 

approach

Time and objective bounded
Resilience = f (Risk optimization) => risk monetization 



How do we define value?

Trajectories* this concept is analogous to the idea of utility in Economics 

Risk = Hazard x Vulnerability => Risk = Hazard  x (Exposure X Sensitivity X Capacity to Adapt)
 
P (Risk) = f (Hazard x Vulnerability)

BUT 
Vulnerability uncertainties arent 
usually communicated

Vulnerability and hazard arent 
independent!

Vulnerability is very difficult to 
estimate, and not necessarily 
consistent with the observed risk 
(crop loss, number of deaths, 
budget loss, etc.) 

Can we quantify and manage it?

Current situation Desired situation


